The Real Benefits of Going Virtual
How Virtualization Technology Benefits You

Virtualize Your Desktops to Support BYOD

Virtualization refers to the creation of a virtual—
rather than an actual or physical—version of an
operating system, server, desktop, storage
device, application, or other network resource.
In today’s office, virtualization delivers important
benefits that can enhance your competitive
edge, including:

From part-time contractors and task workers to
road warriors and remote employees, today's
workforce is on the go.
Users rely on mobile
devices such as tablets,
laptops, smartphones
and removable storage
devices to remain
efficient and responsive.

 Enabling virtual work styles with any
workload, on any device

 Increasing IT flexibility and adaptability while
providing a rich end-user experience

And while this flexibility is
a must-have for them,
the challenge for you is
to balance it with key IT objectives—such as
tightening the security around corporate
information and ensuring optimal network
performance and productivity.

 Enabling you to ensure that employees
have the tools they need to be productive.

Benefits of desktop virtualization:

 Enhancing security and support for BYOD
 Reducing the cost of managing multiple
applications, datacenters and resources
 Providing secure access anytime, anywhere

Benefits of expert virtualization solutions:
JDL TechWatch specializes in designing,
deploying and managing an extensive range of
virtualization solutions—enabling us to develop
the best value-based solution to meet your
requirements today, and tomorrow.
 We begin by assessing your current
environment, infrastructure and technology.
 Then, we design and deploy the perfect
virtualization solution for your needs.
 We can even manage it for you, so that you
can focus on the next urgent IT project.
In addition to our extensive in-house expertise,
virtualization solutions from JDL TechWatch
leverage the latest virtualization offerings
through robust partnerships with industry leaders
such as Citrix, Microsoft and VMware.

 Allows you to centralize and streamline your
desktop deployment and management
 Enables you to host your employees’ virtual
desktops in one central location
 Reduces your help desk calls.

Optimize Your Network with Server
Virtualization
If your network is the circulatory system of your
organization, your servers are among its vital
organs. Of course you want to make sure they're
functioning at peak
performance.
Maintaining a dedicated
server for each application
may be one way to
guarantee efficiency and
optimum performance, but
doing so can result in
severely underutilized IT
infrastructure and increased
associated costs.
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Benefits of server virtualization:





Eliminates uncontrolled (and costly)
server sprawl
Employs existing server resources more
efficiently
Improves server availability
Centralizes server administration.

Virtualize Your Software Applications to
Enhance Productivity
Computer application software enables users to
perform a wide variety of specific tasks—and
few organizations can conduct business without
using applications for accounting, reporting,
communications, documentation, sales, media
use and other
activities.
Applications are
vitally important,
and we demand
access to them
across all of our
systems and
devices.
Application virtualization liberates apps from the
underlying operating system, which delivers
enormous benefits in terms of flexibility,
compatibility, security and portability.

Enable Your Ongoing Business Success with
Data Storage Virtualization
Growing your business
means growing your
data, whether it's
accounting or financial
data, personnel or
payroll information,
customer or shareholder
data, purchasing
information,
communications, or all
of the above.
The challenge is
ensuring data storage that is secure, adequate,
and able to grow with you cost-effectively—
which eliminates many traditional storage
solutions.
Data storage virtualization is the perfect solution
for growing businesses and forward-thinking
organizations, because virtualized data storage
is fast, reliable, secure, and easily scalable.
Benefits of storage virtualization:



Benefits of application virtualization:






Enables apps to run in environments that
don't normally support them
Allows incompatible applications to be
run simultaneously
Enables virtualized apps to be deployed
quickly and seamlessly
Enhances security and support for BYOD
Enables apps to be copied to portable
media and then downloaded to
computers without requiring installation.

More about Virtualization from the Experts
JDL president and general manager, Scott Fluegge,
was interviewed extensively for the feature article,
“Going Thoroughly Virtual,” in the February 2015
edition of Channel Pro Magazine. He also appeared
on the magazine’s cover. Ask us for a virtual copy
and we’ll be happy to send you one!




Substantially reduces operating costs
(sometimes by as much as 300 percent)
Provides the flexibility to adjust access
data to reflect changing performance
requirements
Enables streamlined, centralized
management of your stored data
Offers ability to migrate and transfer data
without interrupting users or production.

Enhance Your Competitive Edge
With 475 years of technical experience and
over 135 professional certifications, the JDL
team has designed countless solutions for
clients who demand the competitive
advantages that virtualization brings.
We can do the same for you.
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